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Policy Pathways to Assure Educational Achievement
Reforms offer new opportunities

Children are the future of Pennsylvania, and
their success relies largely on the quality of
their education.

In the past year, federal education policy has
undergone its most significant change since at
least 1965. Federal law now requires all states,
all school districts, and all schools to ensure
that every child is proficient in reading, writing,
math, and science within 12 years. And every
state, every district, and every school must
show steady progress every year toward meeting
that objective.

The educational needs of children especially

young children also came to the fore in 2002.
Pennsylvanians elected a new governor with a
detailed array of education commitments, and
the General Assembly engaged in more serious
consideration of improved public education
funding than it had in recent memory.

So, Pennsylvania's 2003 political landscape
supports policies to promote success for all
children. This is an unprecedented opportunity
to assess how well Pennsylvania serves its
children, to identify the gaps, and to enact
effective policies to meet real needs.

These political and policy opportunities also
reflect recent scientific findings about young
children's development. While formal education

Pennsylvania's goal must be at

least as bold as the federal
government's school success

for every child. Pennsylvania must
achieve that goal by investing

wisely in effective policies.

traditionally begins in kindergarten or first
grade, brain development is most rapid long
before that. Some children enter school
prepared for success, while others do not.
Young children who have been exposed to
books and toys and music, who have been read
to and acquired a large spoken vocabulary are
more successful in school than those without.
And those advantages are related to family
income. Schools serving the highest concentra-
tions of low-income
children have
the greatest
barriers to
overcome.
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The Goal Pennsylvania's goal must be at least cis bold cis the federal government's school

success for every child. Pennsylvania must achieve that goal. by .investing wisely in effective policies.

State test results make clear that school districts with
high concentrations of low-income children tend to
have lower achievement than districts with fewer
low-income students. But almost every district has
some students who are not achieving well enough.
That is why Pennsylvania needs a more equitable
system of school finance to assure every child in
every district a fair chance to succeed. At the same
time, some children need a strong start to overcome
the disadvantages they bring to school in the first
place, so the state should design policies that target
communities with high proportions of them.

Three programs, implemented effectively and in a
continuum, can ensure even the least advantaged
4-year-old a chance to catch up and succeed in school
by age 8:

J High-quality prekindergarten: Pennsylvania should
phase in universal prekindergarten for 4-year-olds,
provided in a variety of settings to fit parents' needs
and encourage community planning. To emphasize
prekindergarten's educational aspects, the state

Department of Education should have oversight,
and local school districts should administer services.

E Full-day, developmentally appropriate kinder-
garten: The state should fund full-day kindergarten
by including it in an overhaul of the basic school
funding formula.

E Small class sizes in the early grades: To promote
better report cards and higher test scores, even as
students reach later grades, the state should help
high-poverty districts achieve average class sizes of
17 students in kindergarten through third grade.

Education finance reform that restores equity and
adequacy to education funding is a critical overlay to
assure the success of the early learning continuum,
and policymakers should evaluate all school finance
reform proposals for how well they enable educators
to implement strategies for children's success from the
start. Policymakers should also assure that schools can
meet the facilities needs inherent in providing pre-K,
full-day kindergarten, and smaller classes.

Pennsylvania Projections: Effective Implementation
Student Achievement in Pennsylvania

Pennsylvania defines "proficiency" on the state's PSSA
exams as "satisfactory academic performance indicat-
ing a solid understanding and adequate display of the
skills included in Pennsylvania's Academic Standards."'
Achieving this level of proficiency is the 12-year target
for all students under the federal No Child Left
Behind Act. On the state's 2002 tests, 43 percent of all
fifth graders failed to achieve this benchmark in
reading, and 47 percent in mathematics.2

Students facing the greatest challenges have the
farthest to go. The state's 50 districts with the highest
percentage of students eligible for subsidized school
lunches showed median scaled scores the overall
summary grades that allow for PSSA comparisons
among districts of only 1265 in reading in 2002,
compared to the state median of 1340, and 1270 in
math, compared to the state median of 1330.3 As
groups, African-American, Hispanic, low-income, and
limited-English-proficient students scored significantly
below the state median on PSSA exams.'

If Pennsylvania is to meet
its No Child Left Behind
goals on time, it should focus
on those with the farthest to go.
Those scoring lowest on state
exams low-income, minority, and
limited-English-proficient students are the students
who gain the most from quality prekindergarten
programs, full-day kindergarten, and smaller classes
in the early grades. And they are heavily concentrated
in districts with large proportions of low-income
students.' The 50 districts with the highest concentra-
tions of children eligible for free or reduced-price
lunch comprise only 10 percent of the state's total
districts but have:

23 percent of the state's students.

76 percent of African-American students.

65 percent of Hispanic students.

62 percent of limited-English-proficient students.



Prekindergarten: Effective Practices

A child's brain develops most rapidly in the years
before formal schooling begins.' And that brain
development is enhanced by sensitive care, quality
education, and stimulating environments.' But not
every young child experiences these enhancements.
In fact, low-income children enter school with only
half the vocabulary of middle-class children.' Many
low-income children live with parents who themselves
are not well-educated, and they have less access to
quality preschool experiences than their more affluent
peers.9 Quality prekindergarten programs can help
level the playing field:

U Children in Pennsylvania's Head Start programs
make significant gains in listening and understand-
ing, speaking and communicating, knowledge and
appreciation of books, understanding sound-letter
relationships, knowing letters and numbers,
self-concept, self-control, and cooperation all key
predictors of school success.'°

U Children in Allegheny County's Early Childhood
Initiative for at-risk preschoolers entered
school with the most critical "building block"
skills for school success, based on Pennsylvania
academic standards. They performed at average
or above-average on standardized tests in kinder-
garten and first grade, and they were retained
in grade and referred for special education
less frequently even in school districts with
much higher grade retention and special
education rates."

U Children with quality pre-K experiences enter
kindergarten with better reading, language,
math, cognitive, and social skills than those
without pre-K.'2

U Quality pre-K experiences lead to better test scores
and improved odds of high school graduation.'3

U Young children with enriching early environments
including quality pre-K programs are less likely to
become delinquent as teens."

U Quality pre-K programs also help children mature
into responsible citizens likelier to be married
with higher educational attainments and
better-paying jobs."
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Characteristics of effective pre-K programs include:"

Well-educated staff with early childhood training
and adequate compensation.

Low staff turnover.

Small group sizes and low child-staff ratios.

Availability of comprehensive educational and
social services.

Sufficient time and intensity of programming.

Supportive staff supervision.

Parental involvement.

Systematic monitoring of children's progress.

Program alignment with K-12 curriculum."

Community linkages."

Pennsylvania is one of nine states that fail to invest
in Head Start or pre-K. The states that do invest are
concerned about quality as well as finance. Twenty
states and the District of Columbia require pre-K
teachers to have bachelor's degrees, and 27 have
adopted or are developing curriculum standards.1'
New York, Georgia, and Oklahoma are moving toward
universal state-financed prekindergarten for all
4-year-olds whose parents want it, while New Jersey,
Connecticut, Massachusetts, Kentucky, and Texas are
implementing large-scale pre-K programs targeted at
low-income children.'

Prekindergarten in Pennsylvania

Pennsylvania is one of nine states that fail to invest in

prekindergarten.

About 29,000 4- and 5-year-olds participate in the federally

funded Head Start, but available funding supports only half

the children who are eligible each year.

Another 32,000 children attend private, tuition-charging

nursery schools that are licensed by the Pennsylvania

Department of Education or accredited by the National

Association for the Education of Young Children. About 2,550

more children attend kindergarten classes for 4-year-olds,

generally known as K-4, operated by 35 school districts.

Even if all the children in Head Start, private nursery schools,

and K-4 were attending quality programs, which is very

unlikely, they comprise only 55 percent of the state's

115,000 5-year-old kindergartners.2'
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Full-day Kindergarten:
Effective Practices

Children who attend kindergarten - whether
full-day or part-day classes - enter first grade
with better reading and math skills.22 But
full-day kindergarten is more beneficial,
particularly for low-income children in high-
poverty communities.23 In a range of studies,
children in full-day kindergarten demonstrate
higher academic achievement than those in half-day
programs.' In Philadelphia, students in full-day
programs are 26 percent more likely to be on grade
level by third grade, and, through third grade, they
demonstrate significantly higher reading, math, and
science achievement test results and better grades and
attendance.25 Benefits of full-day kindergarten include:

El Better scores on first grade reading readiness tests,
reading tests in the early elementary grades, and
achievement tests in later grades."

El Better report cards, fewer grade retentions, less
remedial education, and fewer special education
placements.27

El More time for individual attention, formal
instruction, and reinforcement of children's
positive behavior, and greater likelihood of
spotting learning problems quickly."

J Better student behavior."

El Fewer disruptions and transitions in a child's day."

El Greater creativity and cooperativeness, more
involvement in classroom activity, and more
independent learning."

1E1 Better nutrition."

Pennsylvania is one of 14 states that do not require
school districts to offer kindergarten, although all
districts do. The other 36 states require kindergarten
to be offered, and 11 require kindergarten attendance
by all 5-year-olds.33 Fourteen states also require that
districts offer full-day kindergarten." Nationwide,
about 55 percent of all kindergartners attend full-day
classes, compared with 31 percent in Pennsylvania."

6

4

Foundation
for school success:

A learning continuum
of prekindergarten, full-day kindergarten,
and small class sizes in the early grades.

Kindergarten in Pennsylvania

While state law does not mandate kindergarten, every

school district offers it, typically to 5-year-olds. Districts

may also offer kindergarten without additional funding -

to 4-year-olds, but out of Pennsylvania's 153,000 4-year-old

children, only 2,550 are enrolled.

Most districts offer only half-day programs, and only 31

percent of kindergartners attend full-day classes, compared

with 55 percent nationally. Of the state's 501 districts, 218

offer full-day classes to some of their students. Of these,

102 have universal full-day kindergarten, and another 20

offer full-day classes to at least half their students.

O In the 50 districts with the highest concentrations of

children eligible for free or reduced-price lunch, 73 percent

of kindergartners attend full-day classes, compared with

31 percent statewide.36 Still, more than one-quarter of

kindergartners in the highest-poverty districts receive only

a half day of instruction.

During the past decade, the state has been distributing

school subsidies as ad hoc annual supplements, rather than

using a rational formula. In that time, districts have received

no subsidy increases for adding full-day kindergarten.



Small Class Sizes: Effective Practices

Smaller classes in kindergarten through third grade
provide greater learning opportunities and lead to
significant gains in student achievement, especially
for at-risk students. The best evidence comes from
Tennessee's Student-Teacher Achievement Ratio
(STAR) program, where children in classes of 13
to 17 students from kindergarten through third
grade showed:

El Higher standardized achievement scores in every
grade and subject.3'

El Increasingly persistent achievement gains for those
who enter small classes early, in kindergarten or
first grade, and remain in small classes for three or
four years.38

El Greatest achievement gains by low-income,
minority, and urban students, closing the achieve-
ment gap between themselves and their more
advantaged peers.39

El Persistent evidence of the achievement gains even
through ninth grade.'"

El Fewer special education referrals, disciplinary
referrals, and grade retentions, as well as better
high school graduation rates."

Wisconsin's Student Achievement Guarantee in
Education program offered school districts incentives
to reduce class size to 15 students in kindergarten
through third grade, and results also point to
improved academic achievement, fewer discipline
problems, more time for instruction and in-depth
study of material, and increased parent satisfaction.42

California's class-size reduction initiative is the nation's
largest an effort to reduce all kindergarten through
third grade classes to no more than 20 children.
While initial results show some modest achievement
gains, the state's $1.6 billion-per-year plan also
generated some unintended consequences and
provided "a near-textbook case of how not to reduce
class size."43 Wealthier districts initially received more
state funds than poorer districts, and suburban
districts used their funds to hire the best elementary
teachers from neighboring urban districts. As a result,
urban students who generally benefit most from
class-size reduction now have teachers with less
experience and training."
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Small Classes in Pennsylvania

The Department of Education collects the number of classes

in various class size ranges, beginning with 20 or fewer stu-

dents despite research showing the value of class sizes of

17 and below. Data reports from the past two years show

serious discrepancies, inaccuracies, and missing data.

About 29 percent of elementary students statewide are in

classes of 20 or fewer students, but in the 50 highest-poverty

districts, only 23 percent are in small classes.

Children in very large classes comprise the other side of the

equation. Statewide, 6.5 percent of elementary students are

in classes of 30 or more, but the rate is 20 percent in the 50

highest-poverty districts."

Consensus is growing about the best ways to
implement class-size reduction initiatives:43

Reduce the actual number of students in a class,
not just the overall ratio of students to teachers.

Start early, preferably in kindergarten, and maintain
small classes for at least three years.

Start with a small initiative and scale up.

Implement first in high-poverty and minority
schools.

Give schools flexibility in implementation,
without absolute caps on the size of every class.

While there is disagreement about an optimum
class size, "the greater the class size beyond 17,
the less, the likelihood that the outcomes will
be positive."'"

Maintain training and experience standards for
additional teachers and provide professional
development to enhance teaching of smaller
groups of children.

Attend to the need for additional facilities.

Unlike 20 other states, Pennsylvania has no state
policy regarding class size.



Pennsylvania Partnerships for Children Policy Recommendations
Education Finance
Only two states have more inequitable education
finance systems than Pennsylvania's." The quality
of education should not rely on the wealth of the
community where a child lives, but local wealth is
the major determinant of quality because the state
contributes only about 37 percent of K-12 revenues."

By reforming the state's public education funding
system and assuming a larger share of funding
at least 50 percent the state can reduce the gap
between high- and low-spending districts and
decrease the over-reliance on the property tax.
This also will direct increased resources and
learning opportunities to children in the most
hard-pressed districts.

The best policies:

El Ensure adequate funding for all students.

El Reduce the gap between high- and low-spending
districts.

El Provide more state support for districts with fewer
local resources.

El Reduce property taxes while still allowing
low-spending districts to increase overall spending.

Prekindergarten
Pennsylvania should establish universal access to
voluntary prekindergarten for all 4-year-olds, phased
in over several years. Initially, state funds should
establish a state-level infrastructure and support
pre-K programs in communities with the highest
concentrations of low-income children. Driving
principles assuring the effort's success include:

El Parents are the first and most important teachers of
their young children and should be able to make
informed choices among high-quality services in
their communities, so it is important to support
services in a wide array of settings. Parents must
be able to choose whether and where their young
children are served. Pre-K services must include
more than just the education of children and
should provide for parent involvement and educa-
tion, plus children's access to health care. Since
the parents of most 4-year-olds work outside the
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home, pre-K services must recognize the needs of
those families and offer a minimum of disruptions
for children and parents. To this end, education
programs that operate on a school-day, school-year
basis (every day for 180 days) should be linked to
other care services before and after school and
when school is not in session.

El A key to quality pre-K education is highly competent
professionals who are compensated appropriately
and receive professional development. State funds
should support only those programs in which
teachers have bachelor's degrees with early
childhood certification, bachelor's degrees in early
childhood or child development, bachelor's degrees
with coursework concentrations in early childhood
and child development, or elementary education
certification with coursework concentrations in early
childhood and child development. Programs should
have a three-year phase-in period during which all
teachers must attain one of those credentials.



Prekindergarten continued

El A state-funded initiative should be housed in the
Pennsylvania Department of Education and should
be overseen by a newly established Bureau of
Prekindergarten Education that reports to the
Deputy Secretary for Elementary and Secondary
Education. The State Board of Education should
establish program standards to determine
eligibility for state funding.

U Locally, school districts should
have governance responsibility,
using a model of local or
regional planning and coordi-
nation. State funds should flow to
school districts, which should be
required to subcontract at least 10
percent of state funds to other
pre-K providers in the commu-
nity that meet State Board of
Education program standards.

1E1 In each community, a local
pre-K planning panel should
include consumers, school
officials, Head Start, child care,
and other providers, early
childhood professionals,
businesses, and civic,
philanthropic, and reli-
gious leaders. The planning
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panel should conduct a community needs and
resources assessment, survey local providers,
facilitate communications among providers,
develop plans for kindergarten transition, and
advise the school district on the use of state funds.

Annually, the state should pay each eligible school
district the statewide per-pupil current expenditures
(all general fund spending except for facilities

acquisition and debt service) for each child
enrolled in a school-day, school-year pre-K
program. Beginning in year six, a local share
ranging from 5 percent for the poorest districts

to 70 percent for the wealthiest should be
required. All 4-year-olds living in eligible districts

could enroll. Districts should not be mandated to
offer pre-K, although the local pre-K planning
panel could suggest other community
providers. When fully implemented statewide,
the program would cost $810 million annual-
ly in state and local dollars. PPC proposes

an eight-year phase-in, with districts' eligibili-
ty hinging on the percentage of children eligible

for free and reduced-price school lunches.

The quality of education should not

rely on the wealth of the community

where a child lives.

Prekindergarten Phase-in Schedule

Year

Subsidized
Lunch %

Greater than

Added
Districts

Total
Districts

Added
Children

Total
Children

Total
State Cost ($)

Total
Local Cost ($)

1 50% 42 42 23,339 23,339 182,859,498 0

2 40% 50 92 7,571 30,910 242,176,716 0

3 35% 48 140 6,251 37,161 291,149,384 0

4 30% 65 205 9,050 46,211 362,059,268 0

5 20% 101 306 14,879 61,090 478,634,666 0

6 15% 60 366 11,673 72,763 527,506,759 42,585,862

7 10% 57 423 12,170 84,933 598,942,909 66,500,094

8 10% or less 78 501 18,500 103,433 684,551,201 125,842,437
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Full-day Kindergarten

Most recent proposals to revise education finance
begin with a new state formula that includes a founda-
tion amount per student multiplied by the number of
students the average daily membership, or ADM
and the district's aid ratio, which is a measure of local
wealth that assigns higher numbers to poorer districts.
While elements vary among the proposals, this basic
calculation is common to all.

PPC recommends that in adopting a new formula,
the governor and the General Assembly count each
full-day kindergarten student as 1.0 ADM and each
half-day kindergarten student as 0.5 ADM.

Small Class Sizes
The state should help high-poverty districts, where
more than 40 percent of students qualify for subsidized
lunches, voluntarily reduce class sizes in kindergarten
through third grade, giving school districts the flexi-
bility to reach a per-class average of 17 students.
However, districts should be required to assure that
schools with the highest concentrations of low-income
students have the smallest class sizes. Participating
districts also should train teachers in using effective

small-class teaching strategies. If all 91 eligible
districts were to reduce class size in kindergarten
through third grade to an average of 17 students
per class, they would need about 2,600 additional
teachers. For every class an eligible district adds, the
state should pay the district's average teacher's salary,
multiplied by its aid ratio. The total cost is $88.366
million and should be phased in one grade per year
for four years.

Facilities
Most districts cannot implement pre-K, switch to
full-day kindergarten, and reduce elementary school
class size without additional facilities. The maximum
state reimbursement per pupil for an elementary
school construction project has not risen in nearly
19 years and is now $3,900." In adopting these rec-
ommendations, the governor and General Assembly
should also give the state a greater share of school
construction costs. In addition to increasing the
per-pupil amounts, the state should consider using
its considerable bonding authority to float a major
bond issue to support facilities expansions statewide.

The Imperative: Build a Basis for School Success
The time has come
Pennsylvania policies should help all children,
particularly those most at risk of school failure,
become academically proficient. The future of the
state and its people depend on their success. Federal
law requires their success. They need a fair chance to
achieve success.

Pennsylvania should shed its national ranking of 48th
in school finance equity and give up its status as one
of nine states not funding prekindergarten.

It is time for the governor and General Assembly to:

1E1 Adopt an adequate and equitable school finance
system that increases the state share of funding,
reduces spending inequities, and reduces reliance
on local property taxes.

1E1 Enact a universal prekindergarten program,
beginning in districts with the highest
concentrations of low-income children. 10

J Provide state funding for
full-day kindergarten that
recognizes its costs.

!
,

1 'll::

J Help districts with high I .1

concentrations of low-income ,

children reduce class sizes in)
kindergarten through
third grade to an
average of 17 students.

1E1 Increase state reimbursement
for school construction needed
to implement these policies.

When its children succeed,
Pennsylvania thrives. I
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Appendix: Sources of Data

Throughout this report, PPC used the most current
data available from the Pennsylvania Department of
Education. These included:

Eligibility for subsidized school lunches for
2001-02.

State PSSA test data for 2001-02.

School finance data (expenditures, aid ratios,
average daily membership) for 2000-01.

Enrollment data (for kindergarten and grades 1-3)
for 2001-02.

Class size data from PDE's school profiles for 2000-
01 and 1999-2000. See detailed explanation below.

To develop a class size database, PPC began with
PDE's school-by-school class size data spreadsheet for
2000-01 (the most current data) available at
http://www.paprofiles.org/pa0001/datafiles/MSExcel/S0
2.xls. PPC removed from the database any school that
did not report some enrollment in at least one of the
following grades: kindergarten, grade 1, grade 2,
grade 3, and grade 4. This resulted in 1,941 elemen-
tary schools. However, there was no class size data
reported for 253 of those schools, which were then
removed from the database. Of the 253, class size
data were reported in 1999-2000 for 167, so PPC
used the 1999-2000 data for those schools, resulting
in a revised database of 1,855 of 1,941 elementary
schools. However, seven districts (including four high-
poverty districts Wilkinsburg (Allegheny County),
Blacklick Valley (Cambria County), Laurel Highlands
(Fayette County), and Galeton (Potter County) have

INV

no class size data for any of their elementary schools.
Several other districts are missing data for some
elementary schools. PPC summed the number of
classes in each of PDE's class size ranges (up to 20
students, 21-23 students, 24-26 students, 27-29
students, 30 or more students) for all reporting
elementary schools to arrive at district totals. PPC
then made assumptions about the average number of
students per class in each of the ranges:

O Up to 20 = 18

21-23 = 22

24-26 = 25

27-29 = 28

30 or more = 32

PPC then multiplied the number of classes reported in
each range by the presumed average class size for that
range to determine an estimated number of children
in classes in each range and further calculated the
percentage of children in classes in each range. Those
percentages were then multiplied by the districts'
actual 2001-02 enrollment in kindergarten through
third grade to determine the number of children in
grades K-3 in each class size range. That enrollment
by class size range was then divided by the estimated
average class size in the range (18, 22, 25, 28, or 32)
to estimate the current number of classes. The K-3
enrollment was then divided by 17 (the reduced class
size target) to determine the target number of classes,
from which the estimated current number of K-3
classes was subtracted to determine the number of

additional classes a district would
need to add to have an average

K-3 class size of 17 students.
PPC cannot vouch for the

accuracy of the data reported by
districts and posted on PDE's

Web site; in some cases
it is clear that there
are inaccuracies.
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Every Child, Every School: Success from the Start
Opportunities and Imperatives
Opportunities abound to position every Pennsylvania
schoolchild for learning success. In Every Child,

Every School: Success from the Start, Pennsylvania
Partnerships for Children recommends the policy
basis for school success, starting with preschoolers
and in school districts with the highest concentrations
of low-income children where barriers to success
are highest.

Every Child, Every School: Success from the Start

is published by Pennsylvania Partnerships
for Children.

Pennsylvania Partnerships for Children is a
strong, effective, and trusted voice for improving
the health, early education, and well-being of the
Commonwealth's children.

Joan L. Benso,
President and CEO

PPC conducts its work by:

Building awareness of children's issues among
policymakers.

Analyzing children's needs and proposing solutions.

Empowering groups and citizens to act on behalf of
children.

Representing the interests of children in the state's
and nation's capitals.
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Excerpts:

"State test results make clear that school districts with high

concentrations of low-income children tend to have lower

achievement than districts with fewer low-income students.

But almost every district has some students who are not

achieving well enough."

"Three programs, implemented effectively and in a

continuum, can ensure even the least advantaged

4-year-old a chance to catch up and succeed in school

by age 8: high-quality prekindergarten; full-day,

developmentally appropriate kindergarten; and small class

sizes in the early grades."

"Pennsylvania policies should help all children,

particularly those most at risk of school failure,

become academically proficient. The future of the state and

its people depend on their success. Federal law requires

their success. They need a fair chance to achieve success."

Pennsylvania

Partnerships for Children
20 N. Market Square, Suite 300

Harrisburg, PA 17101-1632

717-236-5680
800-257-2030

www.papartnerships.org

A KIDS COUNT and State Fiscal Analysis Initiative

report, funded by the Annie E. Casey Foundation.
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